
*** 2007 BattleTech Invitational - www.MechCorps.com - Houston Texas ***

MechWarrior: Hawkeye

Score: 1119

Kills: 0

Pilot: 'Mech: Score: Kills: Deaths: Hawkeye Stormbringer

Hawkeye Mauler 1119 0 1 0 / 0 0 / 1119

Stormbringer Masakari 1110 1 1 1 / 1610 1 / -500

Mission Highlights

Mission: Freezer Date: 09/15/2007

Drop Time: Day Time: 13:26

Visibility: Good. Game: Attrition

(00:21) Fire boils from the damaged RightTorso of Stormbringer's

Masakari after Hawkeye hits it with a SSRM4. Hawkeye damages

Stormbringer's RightTorso. Stormbringer takes a severe wound to

the CenterTorso as Hawkeye aims for the Masakari again.

(00:30) Dense black smoke pours from Stormbringer's RightTorso

as a result of Hawkeye's targeted hit. Hawkeye's Mauler fires the

SSRM4 and damages the LeftArm of Stormbringer's Masakari.

Smoke and fire are trailing from Stormbringer's Masakari, all

results of the SSRM4 blast inflicted by Hawkeye. Smoke and fire

are trailing from Stormbringer's Masakari, all results of the SSRM4

blast inflicted by Hawkeye. Stormbringer's Masakari suffers a

direct hit to it's LeftTorso from Hawkeye's SSRM4.   (00:51)

Hawkeye's Mauler fires the SSRM4 and damages the LeftTorso of

Stormbringer's Masakari. Stormbringer takes a severe wound to

the LeftTorso as Hawkeye aims for the Masakari again.

Stormbringer's Masakari takes a devastating hit in the LeftTorso

from Hawkeye. Dense black smoke pours from Stormbringer's

LeftArm as a result of Hawkeye's targeted hit. Stormbringer's

Masakari takes a devastating hit in the CenterTorso from

Hawkeye.   (00:55) Smoke and fire are trailing from

Stormbringer's Masakari, all results of the Gauss blast inflicted by

Hawkeye. Hawkeye fires the Mauler's SSRM4 and decimates the

LeftTorso of Stormbringer's Masakari. Hawkeye fires the Mauler's

SSRM4 and decimates the LeftArm of Stormbringer's Masakari.

Hawkeye targets and fires the SSRM4; Stormbringer cries in

dismay as the Masakari's LeftTorso is damaged. Hawkeye

damages Stormbringer's LeftArm. Hawkeye's Mauler fires the

LRM5 and damages the LeftArm of Stormbringer's Masakari.

Hawkeye fires the Mauler's LRM5 and decimates the LeftArm of

Stormbringer's Masakari. Hawkeye's Mauler fires the LRM5 and

damages the LeftArm of Stormbringer's Masakari. Smoke and fire

are trailing from Stormbringer's Masakari, all results of the SSRM4

blast inflicted by Hawkeye.   (01:03) Hawkeye damages

Stormbringer's LeftTorso. Fire boils from the damaged LeftTorso

of Stormbringer's Masakari after Hawkeye hits it with a LRM5.

(01:14) Hawkeye targets and fires the SSRM4; Stormbringer cries

in dismay as the Masakari's RightTorso is damaged. Hawkeye

targets and fires the SSRM4; Stormbringer cries in dismay as the

Masakari's RightTorso is damaged. Hawkeye damages

Stormbringer's RightArm. Hawkeye targets and fires the SSRM4;

Stormbringer cries in dismay as the Masakari's RightTorso is

damaged. Hawkeye damages Stormbringer's RightTorso.

Stormbringer takes a severe wound to the RightTorso as

Hawkeye aims for the Masakari again. Dense black smoke pours

from Stormbringer's RightTorso as a result of Hawkeye's targeted

hit.   (01:22) Stormbringer's Masakari takes a devastating hit in

the RightTorso from Hawkeye. Dense black smoke pours from

Stormbringer's RightTorso as a result of Hawkeye's targeted hit.

Hawkeye targets and fires the SSRM4; Stormbringer cries in

dismay as the Masakari's RightTorso is damaged.   (01:28)

Hawkeye targets and fires the SSRM4; Stormbringer cries in

dismay as the Masakari's RightTorso is damaged. Smoke and fire

are trailing from Stormbringer's Masakari, all results of the LRM5

blast inflicted by Hawkeye. Stormbringer's Masakari takes a

devastating hit in the CenterTorso from Hawkeye. Hawkeye fires

the Mauler's LRM5 and decimates the CenterTorso of

Stormbringer's Masakari. Fire boils from the damaged RightTorso

of Stormbringer's Masakari after Hawkeye hits it with a SSRM4.

Hawkeye damages Stormbringer's RightTorso.   (01:42) Hawkeye

fires the Mauler's SSRM4 and decimates the CenterTorso of

Stormbringer's Masakari. Dense black smoke pours from

Stormbringer's CenterTorso as a result of Hawkeye's targeted hit.

Smoke and fire are trailing from Stormbringer's Masakari, all

results of the LRM5 blast inflicted by Hawkeye. Stormbringer

takes a severe wound to the RightTorso as Hawkeye aims for the

Masakari again.   (01:53) Fire boils from the damaged RightTorso

of Stormbringer's Masakari after Hawkeye hits it with a LRM5.

Hawkeye damages Stormbringer's RightTorso.   (01:56) Hawkeye

damages Stormbringer's LeftTorso.   (02:02) Smoke and fire are

trailing from Stormbringer's Masakari, all results of the LRM5 blast

inflicted by Hawkeye. Dense black smoke pours from

Stormbringer's RightTorso as a result of Hawkeye's targeted hit.

(02:06) Hawkeye targets and fires the SSRM4; Stormbringer cries

in dismay as the Masakari's CenterTorso is damaged.

Stormbringer takes a severe wound to the LeftLeg as Hawkeye

aims for the Masakari again.   (02:11) Stormbringer takes a

severe wound to the RightTorso as Hawkeye aims for the

Masakari again. Hawkeye's Mauler fires the LRM5 and damages

the RightTorso of Stormbringer's Masakari. Hawkeye damages

Stormbringer's CenterTorso. Hawkeye's Mauler fires the LRM5

and damages the RightTorso of Stormbringer's Masakari.

(02:15) Fire boils from the damaged CenterTorso of

Stormbringer's Masakari after Hawkeye hits it with a SSRM4.

Hawkeye's Mauler fires the SSRM4 and damages the

CenterTorso of Stormbringer's Masakari. Hawkeye damages

Stormbringer's CenterTorso. Hawkeye damages Stormbringer's

CenterTorso.

(02:19) A kill marker is placed on Stormbringer's Masakari to

mark the victory over Hawkeye.



*** 2007 BattleTech Invitational - www.MechCorps.com - Houston Texas ***

MechWarrior: Stormbringer

Score: 1110

Kills: 1

Pilot: 'Mech: Score: Kills: Deaths: Hawkeye Stormbringer

Hawkeye Mauler 1119 0 1 0 / 0 0 / 1119

Stormbringer Masakari 1110 1 1 1 / 1610 1 / -500

Mission Highlights

Mission: Freezer Date: 09/15/2007

Drop Time: Day Time: 13:26

Visibility: Good. Game: Attrition

(00:15) Hawkeye's Mauler takes a devastating hit in the RightArm

from Stormbringer. Stormbringer targets and fires the

ClanERMediumLaser; Hawkeye cries in dismay as the Mauler's

RightArm is damaged. Stormbringer's Masakari fires the

ClanUltraAC2 and damages the RightArm of Hawkeye's Mauler.

Stormbringer damages Hawkeye's RightArm.   (00:20)

Stormbringer fires the Masakari's ClanUltraAC2 and decimates

the RightLeg of Hawkeye's Mauler. Hawkeye takes a severe

wound to the RightLeg as Stormbringer aims for the Mauler again.

Stormbringer targets and fires the ClanLRM10; Hawkeye cries in

dismay as the Mauler's CenterTorso is damaged. Hawkeye takes

a severe wound to the CenterTorso as Stormbringer aims for the

Mauler again.   (00:24) Fire boils from the damaged RightTorso of

Hawkeye's Mauler after Stormbringer hits it with a

ClanERMediumLaser. Stormbringer fires the Masakari's

ClanUltraAC2 and decimates the RightTorso of Hawkeye's

Mauler. Hawkeye's Mauler suffers a direct hit to it's RightTorso

from Stormbringer's ClanUltraAC2.   (00:30) Stormbringer targets

and fires the ClanERMediumLaser; Hawkeye cries in dismay as

the Mauler's CenterTorso is damaged.   (00:35) Hawkeye's Mauler

takes a devastating hit in the RightTorso from Stormbringer.

Stormbringer targets and fires the ClanUltraAC2; Hawkeye cries

in dismay as the Mauler's RightArm is damaged. Stormbringer's

Masakari fires the ClanUltraAC2 and damages the RightArm of

Hawkeye's Mauler. Stormbringer damages Hawkeye's RightTorso.

Hawkeye's Mauler suffers a direct hit to it's RightTorso from

Stormbringer's ClanERMediumLaser.   (00:38) Hawkeye takes a

severe wound to the CenterTorso as Stormbringer aims for the

Mauler again.   (00:43) Hawkeye takes a severe wound to the

RightTorso as Stormbringer aims for the Mauler again. Hawkeye

takes a severe wound to the RightArm as Stormbringer aims for

the Mauler again.   (00:49) Hawkeye's Mauler takes a devastating

hit in the RightArm from Stormbringer. Hawkeye's Mauler takes a

devastating hit in the RightArm from Stormbringer. Stormbringer

fires the Masakari's ClanLRM10 and decimates the CenterTorso

of Hawkeye's Mauler.   (00:53) Stormbringer fires the Masakari's

ClanUltraAC2 and decimates the RightTorso of Hawkeye's

Mauler.   (00:57) Hawkeye's Mauler takes a devastating hit in the

RightArm from Stormbringer.   (01:01) Fire boils from the

damaged CenterTorso of Hawkeye's Mauler after Stormbringer

hits it with a ClanUltraAC2. Hawkeye's Mauler suffers a direct hit

to it's RightTorso from Stormbringer's ClanUltraAC2.   (01:11) Fire

boils from the damaged RightTorso of Hawkeye's Mauler after

Stormbringer hits it with a ClanUltraAC2.   (01:19) Stormbringer's

Masakari fires the ClanERMediumLaser and damages the

CenterTorso of Hawkeye's Mauler. Dense black smoke pours

from Hawkeye's LeftLeg as a result of Stormbringer's targeted hit.

Hawkeye's Mauler suffers a direct hit to it's LeftTorso from

Stormbringer's ClanUltraAC2. Hawkeye's Mauler suffers a direct

hit to it's RightArm from Stormbringer's ClanLRM10.   (01:22) Fire

boils from the damaged RightTorso of Hawkeye's Mauler after

Stormbringer hits it with a ClanUltraAC2. Stormbringer targets and

fires the ClanUltraAC2; Hawkeye cries in dismay as the Mauler's

LeftTorso is damaged. Stormbringer fires the Masakari's

ClanERMediumLaser and decimates the RightArm of Hawkeye's

Mauler. Hawkeye takes a severe wound to the RightArm as

Stormbringer aims for the Mauler again.   (01:26) Stormbringer's

Masakari fires the ClanLRM10 and damages the RightArm of

Hawkeye's Mauler.   (01:31) Stormbringer's Masakari fires the

ClanERMediumLaser and damages the RightTorso of Hawkeye's

Mauler. Hawkeye's Mauler suffers a direct hit to it's CenterTorso

from Stormbringer's ClanUltraAC2. Stormbringer targets and fires

the ClanLRM10; Hawkeye cries in dismay as the Mauler's

CenterTorso is damaged. Stormbringer's Masakari fires the

ClanLRM10 and damages the CenterTorso of Hawkeye's Mauler.

(01:36) Smoke and fire are trailing from Hawkeye's Mauler, all

results of the ClanUltraAC2 blast inflicted by Stormbringer.

Stormbringer damages Hawkeye's LeftArm. Hawkeye takes a

severe wound to the LeftArm as Stormbringer aims for the Mauler

again. Stormbringer targets and fires the ClanERMediumLaser;

Hawkeye cries in dismay as the Mauler's CenterTorso is

damaged.   (01:39) Dense black smoke pours from Hawkeye's

LeftArm as a result of Stormbringer's targeted hit.   (01:42) Smoke

and fire are trailing from Hawkeye's Mauler, all results of the

ClanUltraAC2 blast inflicted by Stormbringer.   (01:48)

Stormbringer's Masakari fires the ClanERMediumLaser and

damages the CenterTorso of Hawkeye's Mauler. Dense black

smoke pours from Hawkeye's CenterTorso as a result of

Stormbringer's targeted hit. Fire boils from the damaged

CenterTorso of Hawkeye's Mauler after Stormbringer hits it with a

ClanUltraAC2. Stormbringer fires the Masakari's ClanUltraAC2

and decimates the CenterTorso of Hawkeye's Mauler.   (01:53)

Stormbringer targets and fires the ClanUltraAC2; Hawkeye cries

in dismay as the Mauler's LeftArm is damaged.   (02:02)

Hawkeye's Mauler takes a devastating hit in the CenterTorso from

Stormbringer.

(02:19) Stormbringer leaves the battlefield in disgrace after

causing the destruction of the Masakari.

(02:19) Best wishes in the afterlife are presented to Hawkeye

from Stormbringer.


